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Husova 3, Pilsen
tel.: +420 377 593 400
web:   www.lfp.cuni.cz
virtual tour:    click here

Support for students and applicants with special needs at the faculty is provided by:
Mgr. Petra Buňatová, tel. 377 103 101,   petra.bunatova@lfp.cuni.cz

Overview of accessibility

Description of the building
The building is a part of a city block and has three above-ground floors. It is the seat of the dean’s office.

Entrance
The surface of the access pavement is made of even concrete paving.
The double entrance door (main panel width 93 cm, side panel width 95 cm) with one step (height 19 cm, depth 44 cm)
opens mechanically inwards. The doorbell (height 148 cm) is located on the right of the door above the step.

Interior
After the entrance to the left, there is a reception area (door width 2x 60 cm) located above a short staircase (3 steps up).
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The right and left sections of the building are accessed from the entrance hall by stairs (4 steps up). The elevated ground
floor and the next floor are connected only by a staircase.

The manoeuvring space in the interior is sufficient. The doors of offices, classrooms, study rooms, and other passages
have a minimum width of 80 cm.

Lift
No lift is available in the building.

Sanitary facilities
The building has only standard toilets, which are located on all floors.

Parking
There are three reserved parking spaces in the parking area on the opposite side of the street. The adjacent crossing
is equipped with lowered curbs.

Public transportation
The nearest public transportation stop is the “U práce” stop. All directions for the stop are located at the adjacent traffic
light, about 200-400 metres from the main entrance on a flat surface. Access to the building is without major problems.
For more information, see  www.pmdp.cz
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